
UL has Listed 20 Convotherm® 
combi ovens ventless

Benefits of ventless Convotherm® combi ovens: 

 Investment savings 
Because ventless Convotherm® combi ovens don’t require hoods compliant to UL 710B or venting, the overall cost of  
installation is reduced. Hood or venting installation can be cost prohibitive for a project depending on the size and scope  
of the installation. Aside from the investment savings, you’ll also realize energy savings without the need to power a hood.

 Space Saver 
A traditional combi oven requires space not only for the combi oven, but also in many cases for the vertical space above it  
for hoods or venting. Ventless Convotherm® combi ovens, on the other hand, require limited overhead space. They can be 
placed on countertop stands and offer a wide range of flexibility when it comes to meeting the size constraints of your  
kitchen, especially with the Convotherm® mini series.

 Front-of-house operations 
Convotherm® combi ovens are great for cooking and holding a wide variety of foods, making them a perfect front-of-house 
solution.  Ventless equipment makes moving to the front now a viable option.

 Non-traditional locations
Expand your menu by adding Convotherm® combi ovens to your kitchen, even in buildings where traditional venting isn’t  
a possibility.

www.convotherm.com

Convotherm® has led combi oven innovation since 1976 and we’ve succeeded 
again with a big win! UL has listed 20 electric models ventless. 



Convotherm® combi ovens that are UL Listed ventless (electric only):

6.10 Combi oven models
Convotherm® 4 easyTouch 6.10 Electric Injection/Spritzer (Item C4ET6.10ES)
Convotherm® 4 easyTouch 6.10 Electric Boiler (Item C4ET6.10EB)
Convotherm® 4 easyDial 6.10 Electric Injection/Spritzer (Item C4ED6.10ES)
Convotherm® 4 easyDial 6.10 Electric Boiler (Item C4ED6.10EB)

10.20 Combi oven models
Convotherm® 4 easyTouch 10.20 Electric Injection/Spritzer (Item C4ET10.20ES)

Convotherm® 4 easyTouch 10.20 Electric Boiler (Item C4ET10.20EB)
Convotherm® 4 easyDial 10.20 Electric Injection/Spritzer (Item C4ED10.20ES)

Convotherm® 4 easyDial 10.20 Electric Boiler (Item C4ED10.20EB)

Please note that while these Convotherm® models are UL Listed ventless, your local inspector will make the final call regarding 
possible hood requirements, so check with the inspector during your kitchen planning process to understand local codes.  
Welbilt engineers are standing by to assist with inspector questions. Additionally the heat and moisture emission has to be 
considered as well, which is not part of the KNLZ test procedure.

mini Combi oven models
Convotherm® mini easyTouch 6.10 Electric Injection/Spritzer (Item oes6.10 mini ET)
Convotherm® mini Standard 6.10 Electric Injection/Spritzer (Item oes 6.10 mini)
Convotherm® mini easyTouch 10.10 Electric Injection/Spritzer (Item oes 10.10 mini ET)
Convotherm® mini Standard 10.10 Electric Injection/Spritzer (Item oes 10.10 mini)

6.20 Combi oven models
Convotherm® 4 easyTouch 6.20 Electric Injection/Spritzer (Item C4ET6.20ES)

Convotherm® 4 easyTouch 6.20 Electric Boiler (Item C4ET6.20EB)
Convotherm® 4 easyDial 6.20 Electric Injection/Spritzer (Item C4ED6.20ES)

Convotherm® 4 easyDial 6.20 Electric Boiler (Item C4ED6.20EB)

10.10 Combi oven models
Convotherm® 4 easyTouch 10.10 Electric Injection/Spritzer (Item C4ET10.10ES)
Convotherm® 4 easyTouch 10.10 Electric Boiler (Item C4ET10.10EB)
Convotherm® 4 easyDial 10.10 Electric Injection/Spritzer (Item C4ED10.10ES)
Convotherm® 4 easyDial 10.10 Electric Boiler (Item C4ED10.10EB)
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Welbilt provides the world’s top chefs, and premier chain operators or growing independents with industry leading equipment 
and solutions. Our cutting-edge designs and lean manufacturing tactics are powered by deep knowledge, operator insights, and 
culinary expertise. All of our products are backed by KitchenCare® – our aftermarket, repair, and parts service.
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